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home intelligence
by Somfy

SOMFY

Somfy is the leading global manufacturer of motorized solutions for homes and buildings.
Our pioneering, connected range is designed to manage roller shutters, curtains and blinds,
gates and garage doors, lighting and heating, alarm systems and more, and to enhance
well-being, security and energy efficiency. Somfy is strongly committed to providing reliable,
high-quality products, services and support at every stage of your project.
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Somfy Co., Ltd
Unit 2404, 24/F 
Chinachem Exchange Square
1 Hoi Wan Street
Quarry Bay
Hong Kong
T +852 2523 6339

www.somfy.com



But…take a step back and think. What’s missing?  We’ll tell you what…

… CONNECTED SHADES!

Let Somfy complete your circle of (smart) life by getting your blinds connected. 

Smart blinds ensure comfort, convenience, safety, and privacy,
simplifying life at home with full control from your smartphone.

In today’s smart world, everything is connected. Modern-day technology has penetrated 

our lives, and it’s here to stay. Think about it. We have smart TVs, virtual reality headsets, 

smart cars – the list goes on. We have become completely reliant on technology, 

smart appliances, and devices, in every aspect of our lives.

hi :)
Layered
shades

Roman blinds Roller blinds

Sheer horizontal
blinds

Curtains
Pleated and

cellular Blinds



a Beautiful
New Day 
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to 

SET A NATURAL TIMER AND  
WAKE UP WITH THE SUN – DAY AFTER DAY 
Nothing beats natural sunlight - waking up to natural sunlight is a powerful way to start 
your day with the perfect state of mind, while ensuring high energy levels all day long.
Who needs the stress of an alarm clock, when you’ve got connected shades?

Styling tips Use curtains and blinds cleverly together to create the stylish 
window - with texture, and functionality. To enhance the drama 
of the heavy velvet on the outside, choose a light roller blind in 
a translucent fabric to allow diffused light into the room. 

How does it work? 

Program your shades to open at
your desired hour and minute daily
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REPLAY YOUR FAVOURITE AMBIENCE 
FOR YOUR SPECIAL MOMENTS
It’s easy, really. 

Just open your blinds using your phone, 
and strike a pose. #SayHi. 
One tap turns your room into your favourite lighting setup.
Or even easier, just use your voice!

Say

to 
your

#MoodOfTheDay

Smart tips In just one tap, control even the most hard-to-reach windows including 
deep window sills, high ceilings, and even behind large furniture!
#MOTD #PlayingWithLight #Selfies #OneTouch #VoiceControl

How does it work? 

1. Preset your shade position to shape 
 the perfect mood and atmosphere

2. Pick from eight scenarios and   
 transform your #MoodOfTheDay

3. Positions. Names. Icons. Pictures.   
 Every preference is yours to   
 manipulate.



Say

to 
your home 
from afar

TECHNOLOGY THAT WORKS FOR 
YOUR FAMILY
My family means the world to me.

Technology allows me to check on my loved ones remotely. When I caught 
a glimpse of harsh sunlight disrupting Amy's sweet slumber through the 
IP camera, I could provide with her with shade by adjusting the venetian 
blinds from my phone - even when I'm away from home.

Smart tips Use venetian blinds to control how much light 
you let into a room by the angle of the slats.

How does it work? 

All you need is an 
internet connection
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Convenience

TAKE CONTROL WITH YOUR SMARTPHONE – 
CONVENIENCE AT YOUR FINGERTIP
You’ve found the most comfortable position in your sofa while watching your 
favourite TV program when the glare hits your screen. You don’t want to move an inch, 
how about you change your entire situation from the palm of your hand. 
Now – THAT’S what we call convenience!

1.  Pick up your phone

2.  Open the app

3.  Tap

4.  Voila! The glare is gone,  
 and you can get back to  
 your show. 

Fun Facts Studies show that 82% of mobile phone users always keep their device within 
arm’s reach. Use it to your advantage, and be like 70% of Somfy app users in 
France who use the app day…a�er day…a�er day.

How does it work? 

Bring convenience to the next level - 
How does it work?
just say it, and voila!!



Say

to 
your private 

cocoon

PRESERVE YOUR PRIVACY
For sure you wouldn’t prefer your lovely family time in your living room 
clearly viewed by the opposite neighbor eight feet away, peering through the 
glass they could even read the titles of the book on your shelves – 
Let your connected shades take care of you!

Security tips Closing your blinds at night prevent 
burglaries by not shining a spotlight 
on everything you own.
Don’t forget to turn on the GPS 
location feature.

How does it work? 

Turn on the Sunset Timer

Schedule your blinds to close 
automatically at sunset, which 
happens at different times each 
day, to preserve your privacy 
giving you peace of mind.

Drag it to be more precise by minutes

Close the shades in all room



TAP INTO UNLIMITED POSSIBILITIES… WITH CONNEXOON
Control shades position, set timers, create routines, align the shades precisely, 
change slat angle and so much more… 

Control your shades from anywhere, anytime

EVEN SMARTER - 
CONTROL YOUR SHADES CONVENIENTLY BY VOICE! 

Thanks to IFTTT, you can ask Alexa or Google Assistant to 
launch your Connexoon ambiences. 

Set schedule for guaranteed privacy

Adds the extra special element
to your overall interior design

Wake up gently to the sunrise

Use “Ambience” to align your shades 
with your mood

Product Features 

Easy steps to set up Connexoon

Customise up to 8 scenarios per user

Manage up to 8 timers for 7 days a week

Identify up to 30 channels, for as many Somfy connected shades 
in your home as you want. 

Control a wide variety of window applications: roller blinds, 
curtains, venetian blinds, roman shades, cellular and zebra blinds

Can control Philips Hue as well!

DIY friendly without the need for a technician.

 Activate Connexoon online <www.somfy-connect.com>

 Unbox and plug it in. Simple.

 Download the Connexoon app.

 

 Follow our step-by-step wizard to link your shades with  
 your app.
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Find out more at  

www.somfy.com


